. Lag-response relationship between mortality in Quebec and (a) PM2.5 and (b) O3. Since no lag is significant according to the 95% confidence interval, maximum lag = is chosen. Figure S2 . Number of excess mortality (EM) episodes according to the chosen preliminary EM threshold for Quebec. The choices of 150% correspond to breakpoints in the number of episodes. Figure S3 . EM series with the identification of EM episodes for Quebec. Crosses indicate extreme EM days (exceeding = 150%) and the number identifies episodes. Note that non-extremes days extending the episodes are not identified here for clarity purposes. Background color separate winter (blue) and summer (red). Here, many extreme days are not linked to air pollution and the response to PM2.5 is thus less obvious than in Montreal. Figure S5 . Excesses of cardiovascular and respiratory (a) hospital admissions and (b) the sum of hospital admission and deaths for summer in Montreal as an example. Excesses are computed as explained in Section 2.2.2. of the main manuscript.
